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Thank you for the invitation
to be here

• Coming to London this week brought back a lot of memories.
• In 1970 I started working on trying to make mail survey methods and 

the article that got be started was by Christopher Scott(Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society, 1961).

• Since then, I have been here at least four times to interact with 
surveyors on—mail, telephone, internet, and mixed-mode surveys. 

• I had no idea I would be here again, to discuss this thing we called 
web-push surveying, which involves mail methods.

• I feel like I am sort of back where I started, but in a very different way 
that I find quite exciting. 



45 years of working on the same book stimulates one to 
contemplate how things change. Each edition of this 

book was a huge change from the previous edition. But 
the long-shore man philosopher, Eric Hoffer, 

summarized what it may mean….

1978 2009 20142000
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The changes that have happened in 
survey methods amaze me. Here is one 
way of thinking about them
• 1970’s.  Development of mail and telephone methods, 
• 1980’s.  Computerization of interview methods
• 1990’s.  Development of Internet survey methods
• 2000’s.  Movement away from Interview methods to self-

administration, and coming to terms with the combined 
effects of words, numbers, symbols and graphics.

• 2010’s. Development of web-push methods as a replacement for 
interview methods.

• 2020’s. Optimization of mixed-mode designs for better coverage, 
adequate measurement, and lower nonresponse error, in the age of 
smartphones. 

My purpose this evening is to talk about web-push methods and why I think we 
need to embrace rather than avoid them.
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What is web-push data 
collection?

• A initial request sent by postal mail for survey respondents 
to complete questionnaires over the Internet instead of 
answering by other survey modes.

• Paper, telephone and/or face-to-face response modes are 
typically offered later in the data collection response to 
improve response rates and/or lower nonresponse error.

• Multiple follow-up contacts (telephone, face-to-face) modes 
may be used if available and costs warrant.
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The expanded use of web-push 
survey methods

• These methods are being introduced for use in a lot of survey 
situations.

• Multiple Censuses have used them:  Estonia, 2011, Japan, 2015, 
Australia, 2015,  and Canada, 2016 ( 3 contacts produced 68% 
internet, 20% paper,10% in-person = 98%, same as 2011). 

• Dozens of other surveys in in the U.S. have adopted or are introducing 
the methods, e.g. U.S. American Community Survey (2013), child 
education and health surveys (2012), Customer Assessment of Health 
Care Providers and Systems (CAHPS) (2016). 

• Internationally, the U.K is one of the most interesting to me because 
of going straight from in-person to web-push on a number of surveys. 



This presentation: three parts

• Part 1. Seven major trends that are requiring survey methodologists 
to rethink how general populations surveys get done. This sets the 
framework for thinking about the need for web-push methods.

• Part 2. Development of web-push surveying and what makes it 
effective?

• Part 3.  Brief comments on where we go from here.
• I will be covering quite a bit of territory quickly, and will be happy to 

send  the slides to anyone who wants them. Just send me an email: 
dillman@wsu.edu
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Part 1. Seven major trends are requiring survey 
methodologists to rethink how general 
population and other surveys get done

1 The end of RDD voice telephone interviewing in most countries.
2 The switch from interviews to self-administration
3 The rise of mixed-mode surveys.
4 Use of more response devices with enhanced data collection 

capabilities
5 The acceptance of tailored design
6 Our transition from Information society to Reputational society. 
7 Integrating sample surveys and administrative records to achieve a 

Bigger Data World
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1 RDD telephone interviews are no longer 
effective in most countries. 

• A plethora (perfect storm?) of telephone survey problems started 
developing in late 1990’s in the U.S.:

• fewer landlines (now <50% of households) 
• Need to combine landlines with mobile phones, which have different 

ownership patterns
• much lower response rates (decline from 35% to ~9% in just over a decade) 
• portability of numbers across geographic regions creates sampling challenges, 
• Questions need to be added to establish coverage and weighting methods, 
• Auto dialing restrictions for mobile phones affect costs.
• Use of caller ID and call blocking allows calls to be avoided.
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Cultural changes are magnifying the technical 
problems of RDD telephone surveys.
• Most telephone communication is now asynchronous texts and 

emails instead of voice conversations.
• A greater reliance on answering machines to avoid unwanted calls.
• Voice calls from strangers  are no longer viewed as normal.
• The use of local presence dialing that spoofs first six numbers of 

phone being called to show source as “local” (509-869-xxxx for one of 
my phones). 
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2 Voice interviews are necessarily 
being replaced with visual self-

administration
• Human intermediaries, from bank tellers to travel and licensing 

agents, are disappearing. It’s hard to envision survey interviewers as 
being an exception to this worldwide trend.

• Self-administration requires delivering questions through four 
languages (words, symbols, numbers and graphics), that requires 
understanding visual design concepts.

• It also requires asking questions in different ways than traditionally 
done, e.g. withholding don’t know categories and typically needed 
explanations interviewers used when needed.
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3 Dramatic increases in the use of 
mixed-mode surveys.

• The use of two or more contact modes is being used to improve 
coverage and response rates.

• Two or more response modes are also being used to improve 
response rates and reduce nonresponse error.

• A consequence of using multiple response modes is to create the 
need for unified mode question construction to achieve common 
measurement across modes.

• An additional reason for mixed-mode designs is to reduce survey 
costs; less expensive modes go first.
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Mixing contact modes (when possible) provides 
potential for considerable response improvement
• Email augmentation (a quick email after a mail request to respond over 

the internet) when available, makes it easier to enter url and password.
• Millar and Dillman (2011) showed that it will eliminate the lower 

response rate problem with most responses coming by mail when 
“choice” of paper vs. web is offered.

• The sequential offer of internet-only followed by email augmentation 
was even better at pushing respondents to the web (survey of 
dissertating PhD students).
Day 1- Postal request to respond by web (web-push).
Day 3- 1st Email Augmentation
Day 8- 2nd Email augmentation
Day 16- Postal Follow-up with mail 

questionnaire
Day 21- 3rd Email augmentation

•
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Here is a different example, where sequencing offer by mail  
with email augmentation followed by paper form

pushed response rates up dramatically! 
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Late offer of Mail was aimed at increasing 
both internet and paper responses

• The paper questionnaire went to 
200 individuals, 32% responded. 

• Response rate increased an 
additional 12 percentage points 
after postal questionnaire sent;  ½ 
responded by paper and ½ by web.

• Showing respondents what the 
survey was about provided a fresh 
stimulus that supported response 
by either mode.

• Final response was 77% (normal 
response for email only survey 
would have been about 20-25%)
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4 Use of more response devices 
with greatly enhanced data 

collection capabilities
• In 2016, Thomas Friedman* described a dramatic change in how we 

do things in our daily lives.
• The Apple I-Phone was released in 2007 with the world’s best media 

player, best telephone and best way to get to the Web.
• It combined five radios in different bands with huge advancements in 

processing power, RAM, flash memory and was controlled by 
software instead of buttons—all in a device one could slide into a 
small purse or pocket.

* Friedman, Thomas. Thank you for being late: An Optimist’s guide to thriving in the 
age of accelerations.  Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York
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A broader application of Moore’s Law
had occurred.

• Moore’s law (doubling computer power every 2 years or so) is 
not coming to an end! Instead it has expanded to:

• Memory units that store and retrieve information
• Networking systems within and across computers
• Software applications  for performing tasks within and 

between computers
• Sensors (movement, language, light, sound, etc.)

• The survey impact  of these changes are likely to be quite large, 
using sensors for biometric measurement, the use of 
specialized data collection apps, processing of verbal 
responses, etc.
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However, Moore’s Law applied to all matters 
computer, is running into another powerful law

• Human adaptation to changes in technology, accelerates 
more slowly than technologies allow.

• Diffusion research (e.g. Everett Rogers, has made that 
evident).

• A result: Our survey design challenge is how to create data 
collections methods that are neither too far ahead nor 
behind our desired respondents.

• This concern places us squarely in an era of mixed-mode 
surveying for the foreseeable future that includes 
smartphones.
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Purses and pocket-size devices require us to 
rethink how we structure survey questions

• The answering device for increasing portions of population is one that 
fits into a purse or pocket.

• The most common display is vertical rather than horizontal; long 
scales (e.g. 0-10) and matrix displays are problems.

• Questions need to be presented in less space with fewer visual 
elements.

• Designing for purse/pocket devices controls design for other modes if 
unified mode construction is used to reduce measurement 
differences.
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5 The need for tailored design

• Many people do not have smartphones or other advanced devices, or 
the desire to use them to their full potential.

• That situation combined with the inability to obtain contact 
information for use of some data collection modes, as well as data 
privacy issues means that survey designs have to be tailored to 
different populations, survey topics, and data collection situations.

• In the 20th century we focused on which survey mode was best. In the 
21st century we no longer do that; we think about how to build 
synergy across survey modes.
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6 We are transitioning from an 
“Information society” to a 

“Reputational society”.
• Gloria Origgi* recently described this change and it’s  consequences.

“The greater the amount of information that circulates, the more we rely on so-
called reputational devices to evaluate…. The vastly increased access to 
information and knowledge ….does not empower us or make us more 
cognitively autonomous. Rather it renders us more dependent on other 
people’s judgments and evaluations of the information ….”

• Perhaps the biggest challenge we have in gaining survey responses from people 
through the Internet environment is trust. Who wants me to respond and what 
are they going to do with my response?

• Does the survey sponsor have a good reputation, and according to whom? (This is 
one of the underlying concerns with motivations for asking a citizenship question 
in the 2020 Decennial Census.)

• * https://aeon.co/ideas/say-goodbye-to-the-information-age-its-all-about-reputation-now

*
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In “the reputational society”…

• (Origgi continues) ”Whenever we are at the point of accepting or 
rejecting new information, we should ask ourselves: Where does it 
come from? Does the source have a good reputation? Who are the 
authorities who believe it? What are my reasons for deferring to these 
authorities? Such questions will help us to get a better grip on reality 
than trying to check directly the reliability of the information at 
issue.”

• Multiple survey requests that are attended to when implementing 
surveys provide ways of answering the reputational questions.
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A compelling reason for the use of web-push 
methods starting with a postal contact is…

• …an unknown surveyor cannot establish trust effectively by email 
only contact.

• Postal contact can help us to legitimize who we are, what we are 
asking people to do, and create trust for what we plan to do with the 
data.

• Postal contact also helps legitimize our other survey modes—
telephone follow-up, in-person follow-up.



7. Integrating sample surveys, data 
sharing  and administrative records 

will bring us into a Bigger Data World
• Big Data has become a buzzword for suggesting how sample surveys 

and censuses are no longer necessary.
• There is little doubt that routinely collected administrative data can 

replace surveys for certain purposes.
• But, the strength of Big Data will come with sharing access to data 

across agencies and organizations, and using sample surveys to 
provide timely information unavailable from administrative records.

• The challenges of creating and maintaining trust for sharing data 
while protecting privacy, and linking surveys with administrative 
records, if they can be overcome will provide the foundation of 
creating a Bigger Data World
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What the “new normal” implies for developing 
more effective survey methods

• If the new normal for surveying is…
• Avoiding RDD telephone 
• Switch to visual Self-administration 
• Mixed contact and response mode surveys,
• Greater use of technologically advanced devices
• Tailoring designs to specific populations
• Working within a “reputational society” framework for obtaining responses
• Integrating sample surveys, administrative records and data sharing

• What survey data collection methods are going to be used?
• One possibility that now appears to work in many countries for general public 

surveys is a web-push, or as some prefer, web-first methodology that I will describe 
in the remainder of this presentation.
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Part 2. Development of web-
push methods

• In 2007 I heard several talks at the Joint Statistical Meetings 
(JSM) in Salt Lake City. U.S. Postal Service addresses were 
being used to cut costs of sampling for in-person surveys. 
Afterwards, I kept thinking that if it works for interviews, why 
not for Mail?

• Those presentations started my team on a ten year program 
of trying to also understand how to push respondents to the 
web with a postal request, while withholding mail until a 3rd

or 4th contact.
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Why Consider Postal Mail 
contact?

• For the general public , the U.S. Postal Service residential delivery list 
comes closest to  providing a sample frame with universal coverage, 
~97%, of households in the United States.

• Its use also facilitates doing mail-only surveys, which if well-done can 
still provide good response rates.

• For certain populations an initial mail contact provides a way of 
legitimizing the survey request before trying to contact people by 
other modes, e.g. email, telephone, or in-person.  

• Mail contact is less associated with scams than are either telephone 
or email contact.
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Additional reasons for considering 
postal mail plus other contact 

modes
• Multiple contacts can be sent and gain the attention of sampled 

households, in contrast to the minimal attention likely to be given to 
telephone and email contacts.

• Mail also provides opportunity to provide up-front incentives. 
• (Answering cold-calls (e.g. RDD) has becoming very unusual. Local 

presence dialing may first six numbers of phone being called to show 
source of that call as “local” (509-869-xxxx) and is having a back-fire 
effect that is likely to increase.)

• But, having email and telephone for follow-ups legitimized first by 
mail has potential for allowing us to encourage survey responses.
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Experimental Results

• The results of these studies are published here:
• Dillman, Smyth and Christian. 2014 Internet, Phone, Mail and Mixed-

Mode Surveys, 4th edition, 2014. 
• Dillman, D.A. 2017. The promise and challenge of pushing respondents 

to the Web in mixed-mode surveys. Survey Methodology, Statistics 
Canada, http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/12-001-x/2017001/article/14836-
eng.pdf

• Dillman, Don A., Feng Hao, Morgan M. Millar. 2016. Chapter 
13. Improving the Effectiveness of Online Data Collection by Mixing 
Survey Modes. In Fielding, Nigel, Raymond M. Lee and Grant 
Blank. The Sage handbook of Online Research Methods, 2nd edition. 
Sage Publications, London. 
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Design Features of the 
Experiments (1)

• Address-based samples.
• Undid old mail strategies, e.g. name personalization, envelopes, use 

of postcard.
• Respondent selection, adult with most recent birthday or most 

knowledgeable household member.
• 20+ minute surveys (70-140 questions, on 12 pages in postal version 

of questionnaire)
• A variety of topics—community satisfaction to water and electricity 

management priorities
• We wanted to know if pushing people to the web was feasible.
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Design Features of the 
Experiments (2)

• 4-5 postal contacts, paper questionnaire provided in 3rd or 4th contact.
• $4 -5 token incentive with request to respond.
• Unified mode construction to reduce measurement differences.
• Tailored to population with graphic design and color.
• These experiments combined careful controls on some response 

stimuli, but we made informed judgments to drop some procedures 
and keep others.  We were doing “break-out” research rather than 
controlled tests of every possible variation.
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We did multiple large-scale tests of web-
push methodology for different topics on 

harder to survey populations

1.  Lewiston, ID-Clarkston, WA Survey 2007
2.  Washington Community Survey 2008
3.  Washington Economic Survey 2009
4. WA, PA, AL Tri-state Electricity Survey 2011
5. WA and NE Water Management Survey 2012

Research goal was to refine methods through subtraction and addition 
experiments, e.g. token cash incentives,  other state populations, 
questionnaire design, respondent selection, location of sponsor, etc.)
About 32 additional experiment treatments, with successful treatments being 
carried forward. 
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Among the common features; Larger plain 
envelopes (even for web-only request) to get 

letters opened 
• Normal business stationery more likely to be ignored.
• Used a return label showing the photo from survey cover and the survey 

title to increase familiarity.
• Goal—get the envelope opened—otherwise incentive was invisible

© Dillman
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Correspondence on stationery, 
with tailored address and date 

• All letters used WSU 
stationary (legitimation).

• Addressed to resident of 
the city to which sent.

• $5 affixed to letter (to get 
it read)

• Photo of questionnaire 
cover used to tie different 
elements together 
(interest).
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Mail Questionnaire tailored with 
broad survey topic, who should 

respond, and back-page pictures

Use of tailored images to help connect respondents to survey and to place an 
emphasis on study area instead of on survey source. 90 responses requested

36
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Web questionnaire was similarly 
tailored—needed to connect with paper

• Used an entry page similar to front cover of paper survey, still focusing on 
making the survey recognizable through familiar images.
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Web survey followed unified mode 
construction principles to link modes

• Question 2
• Similar design format to paper survey, and use of familiar image in upper left-hand 

corner of the screen. Emphasized respondents over sponsors (using other 
communications to do that).

38



Mail (on left) and web (on right) unified to control measurement
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2008 Washington Community 
Survey (WCS): first statewide test

• Example of the mail version:
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Results: Response rates for mail only (mean, 53%) vs. 
web-push (mean, 43%, with 62% over the web)

conducted 2007-2014
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Effect of a $5 cash incentive (WCS) in convincing 
people to go the web vs. effect in a mail-only 

test. Both are significant
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Finishing the web push portion of experiment; 
Push-to-web had lower total response, but  2/3 of 
responses came over the web. For push-to-mail, a 

late web request had very small effect.
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In the push-to-web treatment, 
web and mail respondents 

were quite different
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But the complete push-to-web group 
was quite similar to the complete 

push-to-mail treatment 
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Certain “multiple mode” approaches 
don’t work in beneficial ways.

• Offering up-front choice of enclosed paper questionnaire vs. web 
response, produces mostly paper (70-80%) returns, thus increasing 
processing costs.

• Psychologically, “preference” for a particular mode is not a powerful 
determinant of response.

• In addition, finding out preferred mode and then offering it is time-
consuming and costly because of having to design different 
implementation systems for sample segments.

• Six design features that make web-push methods work follow:
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Six features of web-push designs 
using a postal mail start that 

improve survey response
1 Initial mail contact provides legitimation for use of internet by the 

respondent.
• Fear of internet links (phishing or malware consequences) is now a bigger 

barrier to response over the internet than lack of access in most 
developed countries. 

• World-wide information services, from hotel and plane reservations to 
encyclopedias, are making internet connections almost mandatory.

• Providing a letter with sponsors physical location, telephone number and 
other ways of contacting sponsors assists with survey and sponsor 
legitimation.
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Design features for Improving 
Response(continued)

2 Mail contact allows inclusion of token cash incentives with 
response request that further legitimizes the survey, and 
encourages response.

• Asking people to go from postal letter to a computer to respond to a survey is a 
demanding switch.

• A household survey experiment showed that enclosing $5 with the request, resulted in 
32% of respondents answering over the web, compared to 13% without it (Messer and 
Dillman, 2011).

• A second incentive when sending paper also improves response rates, 
• Offering chance of prize and/or post-payment for responding are not effective 

substitutes, but sending post-payments for responding in addition to the initial cash 
incentives may be effective. 
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Design features for Improving 
Response (continued)

3 Offer different response modes sequentially to increase 
response rates. 
a. A major reason for following mail request to respond over the 

Internet, with offer for responding by a different mode (mail, 
telephone and/or in-person) is that it will improve response rates
significantly.

b. For example, in 2016 Canadian Census, 68% of all households  
responded on Internet, 20% to a postal questionnaire follow-up, and 
10% to in-person interview.  Total = 98%.
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Design features for Improving 
Response (Continued)

4. Multiple contacts  + different contact modes + different response
modes = highest response rate potential.
a. The importance of multiple contacts is a consistent finding from research 

across all survey modes—telephone, in-person, mail and email. 
b. However, using only one mode makes it easy to ignore or dismiss.
c. Cost effectiveness is improved with some mode sequences (e.g. getting 

web first and holding in-person contact to last) but not others.
d. Note that initial mail contact can provide legitimation, not only to email 

augmentation contact, but to follow-up telephone and in-person 
contacts.

e. Implication: Obtain contact information for all ways (email, mail, telephone) 
of reaching sample members. 
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Design features for 
Improving Response

5 Offering different follow-up response modes sequentially will  
reduce non-response error.
a. Repeated household surveys have found that follow-up paper 

questionnaire respondents have less education, lower incomes, 
and are older than are web respondents (Dillman, 2017).

b. Telephone follow-up calls (when numbers are available) may also 
lower nonresponse error by bringing in older, less educated,  
people. Previous mail contacts legitimize use of telephone.

c. In-person visits serve similar purpose in Censuses.
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Design features for Improving 
Response (Continued)

6. When combining data across modes, it is necessary to understand how aural vs. 
visual communication affects answers, and utilize that knowledge to obtain 
common measurement across all survey modes to the extent possible.

• This means maintaining the same question structure and wording.
• The proliferation of smartphones is making this an especially difficult challenge
• Four languages contribute to question meaning:

• Numbers (e.g. 1,2, 3)
• Symbols (e.g. →)
• Graphical display (size, shape, consistency, etc.)
• (and) words.

• We have to evaluate all four (Christian, Leah and Don A. Dillman, 2004) and use that knowledge to 
bring web and mail results to common measurement.

• Achieving common measurement between web and telephone for some CAHPS survey questions 
is a potential problem (more later). 
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Part 3. Where do we 
go from here?



Different countries face
different challenges

• Different countries and sponsors have different possibilities for contact.
• Postal addresses (e.g. UK and US) .
• City/country registration listings (e.g. Germany).
• Voter registration lists (Japan).

• Some address lists have names; others do not.
• Some countries are trying to replace telephone, others are looking for 

lower cost alterative to in-person interviews.
• Some surveys need very high responses; others do not.
• Some surveys have email addresses and/or telephone numbers; others do 

not
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Some Critical Research Needs
1 Improve quality of smartphone responses, a three-part problem

• Adjust our measurement approaches for all survey modes. Achieving 
common measurement across modes that starts with space constraints on 
smart phones (e.g. 0-10 scales and grid requests that won’t fit onto small 
devices). 

• Find ways to keep smartphone respondents engaged and also how to re-
engage them after early terminations in order to get complete interviews. 

• This probably involves greater adjustment in what surveyors must do than 
in what we expect respondents to do. (e.g. question formats, active 
feedback-systems, and in long-term audio-response methods)

2 Continue to improve respondent selection methods (Olson and 
Smyth methods)
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Some Critical Research Needs (2)
2 Build respondent requests (communications) that utilizes multiple 

contacts and creates synergy across contacts by different modes. 

If I were starting my career over this is precisely where I would be investing 
effort. The research on this has focused on individual concepts applied to 
individual letters. It has not taken a “comprehensive” communication approach 
connecting, envelopes, questionnaires, letters and how messages need to differ 
across  contacts. 

2 Anticipate the next rounds of technological innovation, e.g. voice 
responses? Tailored requests and responses to specific 
individuals? Designing to reduce total burden and augment 
administrative records. 



Concluding Observations…

• Over the course of my career I have become used to things changing 
and ideas I once thought were pretty good ones, needing to change.

• Thus, I expect the ideas I have described today are destined to 
change.

• I am also feeling optimistic. At the beginning of this century there was 
a great deal of talk about all survey modes producing poor response 
rates and estimates. 

• Web-push mixed-mode surveys may be turning that kind of thinking  
around.
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…and the need to maintain 
perspective

• Mixed-mode designs are not anyone’s preferred way of doing surveys, 
but provide a means of coping with disjuncture between what we 
would like respondents to do and what they are able and willing to 
do.

• Web-push methods are a means of attempting to bridge the gap 
between technological change (Moore’s Law) and human adaptation.

• To adapt it seems likely we’ll continue to do what survey 
methodologists have always tried to do—be neither too far ahead nor 
behind where our respondents are.
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Thank you!
For additional information contact:

Dillman@wsu.edu
133 Wilson-Short Hall

Washington State University
Pullman, WA  99164-4014

dillman@wsu.edu
509-335-4150 
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